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Abstract 

Three new classes of expansions are defined in this paper. More precisely, three different 
expansions are associated to each semigroup variety V. It is shown that several previously 
defined expansions can be viewed as specific examples of these constructions, or slight variants 
there of. This method is then used to “smooth” an already existing expansion to one which is 
guaranteed to be functorial and is maximal in a sense that will be made precise. Perhaps more 

importantly, this method of construction provides a large resource of expansions to be used as 
needed in the future. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 

/{MS Ch.w$crction: Primary 20M07; secondary 2OMO35. 68Q70 

0. Introduction 

The idea of a semigroup expansion was first formalized in [l]. However, the Rhodes 

expansion was used earlier in [14] to prove the Ideal Theorem, an important theorem 

in the understanding of the group complexity of a semigroup. A variation was also 

used in [3] to prove the Holonomy Theorem and more recently in [9] to give a second 

proof of the Holonomy Theorem and to get a general method for getting an interesting 

action of a semigroup on a tree. 

Many other expansions appear as useful tools throughout the literature. In [7] an 

expansion is used to calculate initial objects in the category of X-generated E-unitary 

inverse monoids. A “non-functorial” form of an expansion was developed in [6] to show 

that every finite semigroup is the image of a semigroup in which the right stabilizers 

are idempotent. Another area where expansions have been useful is in answering the 
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following question. Let -Y- be a variety of languages and V the corresponding variety 

of semigroups. Let Y4/ be the variety of languages generated by the languages of V 

and {Li&: LI,L~EA*V}, where . is some fixed binary relation on languages. How 

is the new corresponding semigroup variety W obtained from V? 
Although all these results have the use of expansions in common, the constructions 

of the various expansions have seemed somewhat ad hoc and unrelated. In this paper 

a unifying theme for these expansions is given. More precisely it is shown that these 

expansions, or slight variants on them which can usually be used in the same manner 

as the original expansions, arise from a common construction. This general construction 

can be used to create new expansions for future use. 

1. Preliminaries and notation 

A monoid is a semigroup with an identity element. If S is a semigroup, S’ denotes 

the semigroup equal to S if S is a monoid and S U { 1) otherwise. In the latter case 

the multiplication on S is extended by setting sl = 1s = s for all s E 5’. The identity 

of S will be denoted 1s when it is necessary to distinguish the different identities of 

different monoids. 

Given any semigroups S there is a natural right action of S on itself given by 

s. s’ =ss’ where ss’ is just the product in S. The wreath product of S and T, written 

To S, is the semidirect product Ts *S. Elements of TS *S are of the form (f,s) and 

(h,s)(f,s’) = (h +’ f,s~‘) where [h + “f](sa> = I + ~(sos). 

Here T and TS are written additively just for convenience of notation. They are not 

assumed to be commutative. 

A variety of semigroups V is the class of all semigroups which satisfy some given 

set of equations. Birkhoff showed that an equivalent definition of a variety is a class 

of semigroups closed under taking products, homomorphic images, and subsemigroups. 

A variety of semigroups is called locally finite if every finitely generated member is 

finite. 

1.1. Graphs and categories 

The vertices or objects of a graph or category X will be denoted Obj(X), An arrow 

or edge a from s to t will be denoted [s, a, t]. A path in X will mean a finite sequence 

of consecutive edges. 

If S is a semigroup with generators A, the Cayley graph of S, T(S,A), has as objects 

the elements of S, and there is an edge from si to s2 labelled by a if sla =s2. Note 

that the Cayley graph is dependent on the choice of generators. 

If C is a category, and c and c’ are in Obj(C) then C(c, c’) denotes the set of all ar- 

rows in C from c to c’. If c equals c’ we can multiply the elements of C(c, c’) = C(c, c). 
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The axioms for multiplication in a category ensure that C(c,c) is a monoid. C(c.c) is 

called a local monoid of C. An element of C(c,c) will be called a loop. 

If X is a graph, the free category over X, denoted Xx, is defined by 

Obj(X*) = Obj(X), 

X*(c,c’) = {p: c 4 c’: p is a path in X} 

If C is a category the consolidated semigroup, denoted Ccd, is the semigroup whose 

objects are the edges of C U (0) and with the multiplication [~,a,s][t, b,u] = [r,ab,u] 

if s = t and 0 otherwise. 

Given a surjective homomorphism of semigroups 4 : S + T, .D# will denote the de- 

rived category: 

0 O&(Q) = T. 

l There is an arrow [t,~, t’] from t to t’ if ts& = t’. The arrows [r,s, t’] and [t,~‘, t’] 

are equal if SOS = SOS for all SO E t$- ’ 

l Multiplication of consecutive arrows is given by [t, s, t’][l’, s’, t”] = [t, ss’, t”]. 

For more discussion on the consolidated semigroup and derived category see [15]. 

1.2. Expansions 

Given any finite set A, A+ will denote the free semigroup over A, and A* will 
denote the free monoid over A. We will denote by SA the category of A generated 

semigroups. The objects of SA are pairs (S, 4), where S is a semigroup and 4 is a 

surjective homomorphism from A’ to S. There is an arrow q from (Sr , $1) to (S2, $2) if 

!p is a homomorphism from Sr to & such that 4,~ = 42. MA will denote the analogous 

category of A generated monoids. 

A semigroup expansion will mean a functor F from SA to itself, along with a natural 

transformation E from F to the identity functor such that the arrows of t: are surjective 

morphisms. Similarly a monoid expansion will mean a functor F from MA to itself 

and a natural transformation I: from F to the identity functor such that the arrows of i: 

are surjective morphisms. When there is no ambiguity a((A4,$)) will be denoted E!L~. 

An important fact about working inside MA or S, is that if a homomorphism is 

well defined, then it is automatically surjective. So, in particular, when checking to see 

if a map is an isomorphism we need only check that it is well defined and injective. 

This fact will be used without comment throughout this paper. 
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2. The expansion S” 

2.1. The dejnition of (S”,~#IV) 

In this section we will define a class of monoid expansions and semigroup expan- 

sions, one of each for each semigroup variety V. We will begin by working inside the 

category MA, i.e. all pairs of the form (S, 4) will be objects of MA. Later it will be 

shown how to extend the definitions to all semigroups and work inside the category SA. 

Let V be a fixed variety of semigroups. The image of (S, 4) under the expansion will 

be denoted (S”, 4~). The idea behind the expansion is to make S” the largest monoid 

that has S as a homomorphic image and such that the local monoids of the derived 

category of the homomorphism are in V. The following lemma describes the structure 

of the derived category of the homomorphism 4 from A* onto S. 

Lemma 2.1. Let T(S,A) be the Cayley graph of S. Then D# 2 r(S,A)*. 

Proof. They have the same objects and it is clear that there is an arrow [s, U, s’] in D4 if 

and only if there is a path in T(S, A) from s to s’ labelled by u E A*. We need to check 

that if [s, u,s’] = [s, v,s’] in Dd then u = v. Suppose w E 34-l. As [s, u,s’] = [s, v,s’] we 

have wu = WV. As A* is a cancellative semigroup, we have u = v as desired. q 

The above lemma allows us to think of arrows in Db as arising from paths in 

T(S,A). To say an arrow is labelled by u E A* will mean that it arises from a path p 

in I’(S,A) such that the word obtained by reading the labels of the edges of p in 

consecutive order is u. We will be taking quotients of D$. Arrows in the quotients 

will be identified with equivalence classes of arrows in D,++ and may be labelled by 

more than one element of A*. 

Let 74 be the smallest congruence on D$ such that the local monoids of D = D&b 

are in V. If u E A* and s ES then there is an arrow in D4 from s to S(U)C#J labelled 

by U. Let [s, u,s(u)~] denote the r$ equivalence class of [s, u,s(u)d]. 

We define fU : S ---t Dcd from S into the consolidation of D as the function taking s 

in S to the arrow leaving s and labelled by U, i.e. ,fU(s) = [s, u,s(u)c$]. 

Define C$V : A* -+ D,d o S by 

so 

4 VW@ v = (fu fU” fw, (UWM). 

As 

4~ is a homomorphism. Note that fU(s) # 0 for all u in A* and s in S. Let S” denote 

the image of C$V. 
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2.2. Properties of (S’,~V) 

Lemma 2.2. There is a left uction ofS on D$ given by 

Proof. In Lemma 2.1 we saw that [s, U, s’] = [s, U, s’] if and only if u = U, and hence 

the action is well defined. 0 

Lemma 2.3. The left action of S on D4 induces u left action of S on D. 

Proof. We need to show that ifs and s1 are in S with [s~,u,s~(u)~]=[s~,u,s~(u)~], 

then [ss~,u,ss~(u)&] = [ss~, u,ss~(v)$]. Let A*/p be the relatively free A-generated 

monoid in V, or in other words p is the smallest congruence on A* generated by the 

equations of V. As [s~,u,s~(u)$J]=[ 81, v,sl(u)$] there is a sequence of steps which 

takes the path [s1, u,s~(u)$] in T(S,A) ” D4 to the path [s1, u,s~(v)~] by applying the 

equations of V to the local monoids of D4. In other words, there must be a sequence 

of n steps of the following form: 

where sI(xi)$ =sl(xiui)$ =s1(xivi)4 (so the middle terms are elements of a local 

monoid), uipu;, u =xlulyl, and v=x,,v,yn. NOW s~(x;)$ =Sl(XiUi)+ =Sl(xiO,)Q) implies 

ss](x,)$ = ss1 (xiui)d = ss1 (xini)4. So the middle terms of the following are elements 

of a local monoid with uipiui, and the sequence of steps 

for i = 1 , . . . ,n shows that [ss~, u,ss~(u)c$] = [SSI, v,ss~(c)~]. 0 

This action implies that if we want to determine that the pair [s, u,s’], [s, c’,s’] 

are equal it suffices to show that [ 1, u, ~$1 = [ 1, II, vc$]. This leads us to the following 

corollary. 

Corollary 2.4. U~V = V$JV if and only if fu( 1) = fJ 1). 

Proof. By definition ur,r5v = V~V implies fu = fu. Assume fu( 1) = fC( 1) then [ 1, U, u4] 

= [l,u,u$] and it follows that UC$ = 04. If s is in S then fu(s)= [s,u,s(u)$], and it 

follows from Lemma 2.3 that this equals [s, u,s(u)$J] = ,fJs). 0 
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Lemma 2.5. Let ~7 : (T, 0) -+ (S, 4) b e a homomorphism. There is a congruence z, on 

D& such that D, g D&,. Moreover if[l, u,si] E,,, [l, v,si] then [s, u,ssl] +, [s, v,ssl] 

for all s in S. 

/ 

T 
6 

A* 

11 

a 

d 
S 

Proof. Define [s,, u,sz] +, [si, u,sz] if [st, uO,s,] = [si, vB,s2] in D,. We need to show 

that r, is well defined and a congruence. It then follows from the definition of z, that 

D, ” D&. 

If [XI, u,s2] = [st, v,sz] in D$ then by Lemma 2.1 u = v, and [si, uO,s,] = [SI, vB,s~]. 

Hence z, is well defined. 

Suppose [si, u, s2] Ed, [q, v, s2] and [s2, ~0, s] is an arrow in D, leaving ~2. By the 

definition of r, we have [si, u&s,] = [si, ve, ~21, and so 

This means [sl, U,SZ][SZ, w,s] Ed, [si, v,sz][s~, w,s] in Db, and r, is a right congruence. 

An analogous argument shows that z, is a left congruence. By construction it is clear 

that D&, = D,. 

If [l,U,sl]--r, [l,v,sl] then t(u)O=t(v)O for all tE 10-l. As lr~ lo-‘, uB=vO and 

[s,u,ssi] +, [s,v,ssi] for all s in S. 0 

Proposition 2.6. Let c : (T, f3) 4 (S, 4) be a homomorphism. Let $ : A* + (DC)cd o S 

be the homomorphism sending u to (gU, ~4) where gU(s) = [s,u%,s(u)$]. The map 

ye : A*$ --+ T which sends ulc/ to uB is an isomorphism. 

Proof. If u$=v$ then gu(l) equals go(l). As 1~ E 1~~‘, l~(u)Q= lr(v)O and uO=v8. 

Hence q is well defined. 

Reversely, if z& = ~6’ then gu( 1) = gu( 1) and it follows from Lemma 2.5 that gu = go. 

Hence rl is injective. 0 

Proposition 2.7. Let ES : Sv ---f S denote the restriction of the projection of Dcd OS 

onto S. The local monoids of D,, are in V and D, 2 D. 

Proof. Using the notation in Lemma 2.5 D,, ED&,,. By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5 it 

suffices to show that [l,u,s] + [l,v,s] exactly when [l,(f,,s),s] +, [l,(f,,s),s]. 

As fu(l)=[l,u,s] and f,(l)=[l ,v,s], [l,u,s]~,,[l,v,s] implies that fu(l)=fV(l) 

and it follows from Corollary 2.4 that fu = fu and [l, (fu.s),s] =t,,S [ 1, (fu,s),s]. 

If [l,(&,s>,s] 57’S [l,(f,,s),s], then as lsv E 1s;’ we have (&s>=(f~,,s). So 

fu(1)=[1,2&s]=f,(1)=[1,0,s]. q 
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Theorem 2.8. Let rs : (T, 6) + (S, 4) be us in Lemma 2.5. If the local monoids of D, 

ure in V then there exists a surjective homomorphism o-’ : (S”, 4~) ---) (T, f3). 

Proof. Recall that D = Db/zb and D, ?Z D~/z,. As the local monoids of D, are in V, 

74 C z,. Therefore, the map F : D + D, which sends [s, U, s(u)41 to [s, z&,s(u)~] is a 

well-defined homomorphism. We can then define cr’ : (fu,s) H (gu,s)q as in 

Proposition 2.6, with gu(t) = F&(t)). 0 

Theorem 2.9. The jiinctor taking (S, 4) to (S”, c$v), along with the natural transfbr- 

mation E is an expansion. 

Proof. We need to define 5 such that the following diagram commutes. 

Let C = DO/SO be the largest quotient of De whose local monoids are in V. The 

map G : Ccd + D,d sending [t,u, t(u)@ to [ta,u,(t)o(u)cj~] and 0 to 0 is a surjective 

homomorphism. For u in A* let f: : T ---f CCd denote the function f:(t) = [t, u, t(u)@, 

and let ,fil : S 4 Dcd denote the function f,(s) = [s, u,s(u)$] as before. Then G(fL(t)) = 

fJto>. Since cr is onto, it follows that f,‘=f,’ implies fU = fu. Define 0 by 

(f:,uQ>-(fU>U4). 
commutes. 0 

Then (z&~)z = ((f:, &I))5 = ( fu, u4) = U~V and the diagram 

2.3. Extending the dejinitions to SA 

Let (S, 0) be an object in S,. The homomorphism 8 can be extended to a homo- 

morphism 4 from A* to S’ by letting 4 take the empty word to 1 and 4 = 0 on A+. 

By the previous section we know how to define ((S’ )“, 4 v). Let 0~ be the restriction 

of $I v to A+. Let S” be the image of 0~. The analogous theorems hold for (S”, f)v ), 

and this defines an expansion on SA. 
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2.4. Finiteness properties of Sv 

A category C is said to be locally finite if any subcategory generated by a finite set 

of arrows is finite. The following lemma is found in [6] and will not be proven here. 

Lemma 2.10. Let C be a category such that each of its base monoids C(c,c) is 
locally jinite. Then C is locally jinite. 

Proposition 2.11. Let S be jinite and V be locally jinite. Then Sv is jinite. 

Proof. Each of the local monoids of D are in V, and so are locally finite. D is 

generated by the finite set of arrows [s,a,s(a@], a EA, s E S, and so is finite by the 

above lemma. It follows that Sv C Dcd o S is finite. 0 

A semigroup S is called finite #’ above if for each s E S {t E S: t >f s} is finite. 

Corollary 2.12. If S is jinite d above and V is locally jinite then Sv is jnite f 

above. 

Proof. For s in S let 1, = {s’sS: s’ zf 3). Z, is an ideal of S. S/Is is all elements of S 

which are f greater than or equal to s union zero. As S is finite $ above, S/l, is 

finite and it follows from Proposition 2.11 that (Sir,)’ is finite. 

Let .?E(s)E;~ and ?s=(Z,)s;l. ($1 ES’: s”i + S} is a subset of S’/j,. We will 

show that (S/l~)v~Sv/~,. 

Let U, v E A* with u& v4 @Is. By Corollary 2.4 it suffices to show that if [l, U, ~$1 

+ [ 1, v, ~$1 then [ 1, u, u4] zT, [ 1, v, vcj]. By Lemma 2.1 we can consider [ 1, U, u4] as 

a path in T(S,A) and [l, U, ~$1 as a path in T(S/Zs,A). Since u4 $! Z, the path [l, U, ~$1 

never passes through the vertex 0 in T(S/Is,A). This implies that if it passes twice 

through the same vertex in T(S/Is, A) then the path [ 1, u, ucj] passes twice through the 

same vertex in T(S,A) and at the same places in u. It follows that any equation which 

can be applied to a loop in [ 1, u, ~$1 corresponds to an equation which can be applied 

to a loop in [l,u,u4] and we must have [1,~,~4]-~~ [l,v,v~]. 0 

There is a dual theory to everything above using the reverse derived category and 

the reverse wreath product. The reverse derived category of 4 : S + T, denoted D$,,, is 
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defined similar to the derived category, only with arrows corresponding to multiplication 

on the left, instead of the right: 

l Ohj(Db.,) = T. 

l There is an arrow [t’,s,t] if t’ =(s)&. The arrows [t’,s,t] and [t’,s’,t] are equal if 

sso = s’s0 for all SO E &#-I. 

l Multiplication of consecutive arrows is given by [t”, s’, t’][t’, s, t] = [t”, s’s, t]. 

The reverse wreath product, So “T is the reverse semidirect product S *” Ts with 

multiplication 

(Sl,.f)(S2,S)=(SIS2,fSZ +s> 

where [f”’ + y](s) = ~(SZS) + g(s). 

Let r+ be the smallest congruence such that the local monoids of D, = D&,,./zd,,, 

are in V. Let the homomorphism 4~,~: A* +SO~(D,.)~~ be the extension of the map 

4v.r = (a4,Ja) for a EA where ,fa(s)= [(a)$s,a,s]. 

The image of bv,r will be denoted S’.‘. 

Let r(S) denote the reverse semigroup of S. The elements of r(S) are {s’: s E S}. 

and multiplication is given by s[s; = (.Qs~)~. For u = ala2...a,_la, an element of A*, let 

ti = a,a,_l . ..a2at. If (S, 4) is an object of MA (or SA) then (u(S), &) with ~4,. = (64) 

is also an object of MA (or SA ). 

Consider the category DQ. There is an arrow [s;, al,s’] if (al )&sr = ((al )$)‘s” = 

(s(al)4)‘=s;‘, and [s;,az,s;][s;,a,,s’] = [sd,azar,s’]. A 

Lemma 2.13. Ler (S,$) and (r(S),&.) b e as above, then there is a reverse isomor- 

phism jLom D& to D4,,,. 

Proof. The isomorphism is given by the map which takes [s, U, s’] in D4 to [(s’)“, 6, s’] 

in Dg,,,- There is an arrow [s, u,s’] from s to s’ in D4 if and only if s(u)4 = s’. Now 

s(u)4 =s’ if and only if (u4>rsr = (s’>r (uc$)r = (i;)&., and (z?)&.,’ = (s’)’ if and only 

there is an arrow [(s’)“,G,sr] in DQ~. By Lemma 2.1, and the analogous result for 

D,b,,., if an arrow labelled by u is equal to an arrow labelled by v in either category 

then II = v. Noticing that 

[s, U, s’][s’. L’, s”] = [s, UU, s”] in D& 

and 

[(.y”)r, ~,(S’)‘][(S’)‘,~,s’] = [(s”)‘,tX,s’] in D4,,,., 

and that iX = & shows that the map is a reverse isomorphism. 0 

As the isomorphism takes loops to loops of the same form we have the following 

corollary. 
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Corollary 2.14. If D is the largest image of D$ such that the local monoids of D are 
in some variety V, and D, is the largest image of D$r,, such that its local monoids 

are also in V, then there is a reverse isomorphism from D to D,.. 

Theorem 2.15. The semigroup you get by applying the reverse expansion to the re- 

verse semigroup is the reverse of that you get by just applying the expansion to the 
original semigroup, i.e. (r(S)) v,r g r(S”). 

Proof. First note that the image of u in (v(S))“,~ is (u&h,) = ((i$>‘, h,) where 

h&s’) = [(u)q5,sr, us’] = [(ti~)rs’, u,s’]. 
Let fi : (r(S))“,’ + r(S”) be given by (u&,., h,) H (f;,i24>‘. Then ~4,. = v&. if and 

only if (224y = (64) if and only if ii@ = ~74. It follows from the proof of Lemma 2.13 

and Corollary 2.14 that h, = h, if and only if fc = fc. 

It is left to check that the map respects multiplication. 

(~$r, hu)(v& h-1 = ((uvMr> km) and 

which completes the proof. 0 

3. Examples 

As many of the proofs in the following sections require looking at the derived 

category of a homomorphism, we will once again assume that we are working in 

MA. The proofs go through if we restrict to .!?A, however they require first extending 

semigroup homomorphisms from S to T to monoid homomorphisms from S’ to T’ as 

described in Section 2.3, going through the proofs below, and then restricting back to 

elements of SA. 

3.1. The expansion S’,’ 

One of the first expansions was the Rhodes expansion [S, 141. Let L denote the set 

of all strict T-chains of S, i.e. L = {s,, <s,-1 < . . s2 <si: s,, . . . ,si E S}, where s <s’ 

means s is strictly below s’ in the 9 order. There is an associative multiplication on L 
given by 

(s,< ... <sl)(t,,< ... <tl)=Red(s,t,,, < .‘. Islt,,, 2 t,,,< ... <tl) 

where Red(s,t,,, < ... < sit,,, 5 tm< ... < tl) is the new chain you get by using the 

rule: whenever there is a string of 9 equivalent elements keep only the left most 
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element of the string, i.e. 

Red(s,t,,, 5 . 5 sl t, 5 t, < . . < t 1 ) = Sfl t/n < Si, t,, < Si, tm < t2 < t 1 

where .s,it,~PS,I~1t,n~...-1%7Sik_,+Itm<S,i~,t,. 

(SmL, c$‘~) is the Rhodes expansion cut to generators, where C#J “L is the homomorphism 

which sends a to Red(u@< 1). (For (S, 0) in SA, 0 *’ is defined by a0 ‘L = ~0, considered 

as a string of length 1.) The map (T : (S *L, 4 ^L) t (S, 4) which sends s, <. . <s, to s,, 

is a surjective homomorphism. 

Lemma 3.1. The local monoids of D,, me triviul. 

Proof. Let s be an object of D,, and let [s, t,s] be an element of D&s,s) with 

t = s, < . <sl. It follows from the definition of D,, that s = s,s. If t’ E SCT-’ then t’ 

isoftheforms<...<si and 

tt’=(s,< ..’ <sl)(s< ... <s’,)=Red(s,s < ..’ 5 S-C ... <si)=s< .‘. <s{=t’. 

In other words [t,s, t] acts like the identity of D,, and [s, t,s] = [s, l,s]. 0 

After realizing this, we can then ask how different SmL and S’,’ are, where I is the 

variety whose only member is the trivial semigroup. S’,’ turns out to be the Kamofsky- 

Rhodes expansion, an extension of the Rhodes expansion [ 111. 

Let A0 = A U (0). Elements of the Kamofsky-Rhodes expansion are strings of ele- 

ments of A0 x S of the form [(O,s,)(a,_,,s,_i)~ (ul,sl)] where s~+~ Y(u~)c#G, < ~)s,. 

The product 

where 

(s, < . ” <s2 <s,)(s:, < ‘. . <s;<s;)=(s,sl,<sj~sI,< “’ <Sk_, <,$<s’,) 

in the Rhodes expansion SeL. Let S” &” be the monoid generated by the elements of 

the form [(O,u@)(u,l)] if a$<1 and [(O,U~)] if ~~$91 for a in A, and let 4’“L 

be the corresponding map from A* to S$. The map CJ’ : (S:, 4’ “L) 4 (S, 4) sending 

[(O,s,) . . (U,,SI )] to sn is a surjective homomorphism. The proof of the following 

lemma is essentially the same as in Lemma 3.1. 

Lemma 3.2. The local monoids of D,!,,. are triviul. 

An edge [cl, u,cl] of a graph is called a transition edge if there is no path from c2 

to cl. Tilson proves the following in [ 151. 
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Lemma 3.3. If X is a graph, C =X*, and z is the smallest congruence on C such that 
the local monoids of C/t are trivial then two coterminal paths in C are z equivalent 
if and only if they have the same transition edges. 

Theorem 3.4. The Karnofsky-Rhodes expansion of S is the largest expansion in 
which the local monoids of the reverse derived category of the homomorphism down 

to S are in I. That is (S1,r, 41,~) % (SC, q5’ “L). 

Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 3.2 that SC is a homomorphic image 

of S’,‘. Using the notation of Section 2.1 we have D = D$,r/z#,,. There is an arrow 

from si to s2 if and only if there is an s E S such that ss1 =s2. If X is the graph 

with vertices S and an edge [s, a, s’] from s’ to s if s = (a)@’ then by the analogous 

version of Lemma 2.1 for the reverse derived category we have D4,, 2X*. So an 

arrow in D4,, can be thought of as a path in X which is labelled by a word u E A*. 
An arrow in D is an equivalence class of paths in X. The transition edges are ex- 

actly {[(a)&a,s]: (a)4s<s}. Suppose ~~‘^~=v$‘“~=[(O,s,)(a,_~,s,_~)...(a~,s~)]. 
The transition edges of fu( 1) are 

{[(a,-l)~s,-l,a,-l,s,-ll,...,[(al)~sl,al,sll}, 

which are also the transition edges of fV( 1). By Lemma 3.3 we know fu( 1) -td,r fE( l), 

and it follows from Corollary 2.4 that fu = fV and ~41,~ = v~I,~. 0 

We see that S’,’ and S”L are not isomorphic. However, they still have many of the 

same nice properties as illustrated by the following theorems. Proofs of these theorems 

can be found in [l 11. 

Theorem 3.5. Right stabilizers in S’,’ and SAL are aperiodic. 

Theorem 3.6. Let e be an idempotent of S. The inverse image of e in S’,’ and in 
S “L each satisfy the identity xy = y. 

3.2. The expansion SsL 

Let SL denote the semigroup variety of semilattices, that is all semigroups which 

satisfy the equations xx =x and xy = yx. In this section we will see that expanding by 

SL is the same as applying the Cayley expansion. 
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Once again (S, 4) will be an element of MA and P(S,A) its Cayley graph. There is 

a left action of S on T(S, A) given by s [SI, a,sl] = [SSI, u,ss~]. Let Y be the set of 

all pairs (P,s) where s E S and P is a connected subgraph of f (S, A) containing both 

1 and s as vertices. There is an associative multiplication on Y given by 

where sip2 is the image of P2 under the left action of s1 described above. 

Let 4~ be the homomorphism which takes a in A to (P,,a4), where PO is the single 

edge [l,a,a$]. The image of &, which will be denoted SC, is the Cayley expansion 

of s. 

Lemma 3.7. Let o: (S’,&-t(S,$) be the homomorphism thut takes (P,s) to s. 

The local monoids of D, are semilattices. 

Proof. Suppose [s, (PI, sl ), s] is an element of the local monoid D,(s, s). Thus ss] = s. 

If (P,s) E SU’ then 

Hence ([s,(P~,s~),s])* = [s,(P~,s~),s]. If [.~,(P~,s~),s] is any other element of D,(s,s), 

then 

and therefore b, (PI,SI >,~lb,(P2,~2),~1= [s, U3,~2),sl[s, V'I,.V 1~1. 0 

If X is a graph and Y is a subgraph of X, the content of Y is the set of edges of Y. 

The following result is due to I. Simon. A proof of this lemma can be found in [2]. 

Lemma 3.8. Zf X is a gruph, C =X*, and z is the smallest congruence on C such 

thut the local monoids of C/T are semilattices, then two coterminal paths in C we 5 

equivalent if and only if they have the same content. 

Theorem 3.9. The Cayley expansion ofS is the largest expansion in which the iocul 

monoids of the derived category of’ the homomorphism down to S are in SL. Thut is 

(SSL, 0.X) ” (S”, 4c ). 

Proof. By Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 3.7 we know that SC is a homomorphic image 

of SsL. Once again using Lemma 2.1 we view arrows in D as paths in T(S,A), and 

we see that the path fU(l) is the same as the picture P,. If (PU,u+) = (Pt,,v@) then 

,fU( 1) = ,fr( I), and it follows from Corollary 2.4 that 1;, = ,fi, and ~4s~ = ~4s~. q 
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4. The expansion (S’P~)~P 

4.1. The expansion Szg 

We will first describe the expansion S 5, where Z, is the variety of finite p-modules. 

Throughout this section p will denote an integer strictly greater than 2, and S will be 

a finite monoid. 

Let C and D be categories. C is said to divide D, written C + D, if there is a relation 

of categories ye : C + D such that 

l The object relation r] : Obj(C) --+ Obj(D) is a function. 

l For all s E C(c, c’), sq # 0. (The relation is fully defined.) 

l If s,s’ E C(c,c’) with cy fY c’y # 0 then s = s’. (The relation is injective.) 

l For every pair s,s’ of consecutive arrows of C, sys’q C (ss’)~. 

l For each object c E Obj(C), l,, E 1,~. 

We have seen that all the loops at a given object of a category can be regarded 

as monoid. Similarly, a monoid can be regarded as a category with one object, x, 

and a loop, [x,m,x] for each element of m of the monoid. Multiplication is given by 

[x,ml,x][x,m~,x]=[x,m~m2,x], where rnlrn2 is the product in the monoid. Note then 

when dealing with a division into a monoid A4 the function on the objects must take 

everything to the unique object of the category M, and every arrow will be taken to a 

loop at that object. A proof of the following result can be found in [ 131. 

Lemma 4.1. If C is a category whose local monoids are in Z,, p>2, then C + M 

for some MEZ~ [13]. 

So if (S, 4) is in MA, and D=D&4 is the largest quotient of D$ whose local 

monoids are in Z,, there is a division H : D + M, where M is in Z,. 

Lemma 4.2. Let D, M and H be as described above. Then Szp + M o S. 

Proof. Let E : Szp --f S be the projection onto the first coordinate. Then D, + D 4 M. 

Thus, by Tilson’s covering lemma [ 151, there is a division h : Szp +M o S. 0 

Let A={al,... ,a,} and S={st , . . . ,s,}. Let Z, be the cyclic group of order p 

and let G = Zsm. Let gai E GS be such that g,(sj) = (0,. . . ,O, l,O,. . . ,0) where the 

one is in the n(i - 1) + j coordinate. Note that ga,(si) = gal, (sj,) implies i = i’ and 

j =j’. Let $ :A* ---) G 0 S be the homomorphism induced by the map a H (y,, a$). For 

U= blbz.. .b,. in A* denote by gU the function gb, + hl&gb2 + . . . + (blb2...br-l)@gbV. It is 

a straight forward check that u$ = (gU, ~4). 

Theorem 4.3. A*$ is the largest expansion of S such that the local monoids of the 

homomorphism down to S are in Z,. That is (SZp,$zp)~(A*$, $). 
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Proof. Tilson shows in [ 151 that if 7-t : A*$ +S is the restriction of the projection of 

G o S onto the first coordinate then D, -x GS. If D, 4 GS then so do the local monoids 

of D,, and hence the local monoids of D, are in Z,,. By Theorem 2.8 there exists a 

homomorphism IT : (S’p, 4~“) + (A*$, I,!J). 

A” 

MoS 

For each a E A fix an (&a~$) in h(a$z,), where h is the division shown to exist in 

Lemma 4.2, and define 4 : A* -+ M o S by ad = (F,, a4). Let u, u E A* with U$ = (yu,.s) 

and v$=(gu,s). If u=bt . ..b. then 

yl, =gh, $ hlQh2 + . + (b~-~~-&Jbr. 

As G”, i.e. functions from S to G =Zg”‘, is a commutative semigroup and py is the 

zero function for any g E GS, we can rearrange the terms and write gU and y,. in the 

form 

As {“igo,( i= l,..., ~1, j= l,..., m} are linearly independent, the ai,, and [ji,, are 

uniquely determined. As A4 E Z,, MS is also a commutative semigroup with the same 

property and we can similarly rearrange the terms of 

U$ = F,,, + WF/,, + . + (“l.~+-l)‘$~ 

and of F,, to get 

u&= ($ $ ~~,,PFk9s) and VJ= (2 $ /i.F’C,-s) . 

Now if U$ = u$ then yU( 1) =gL‘( 1). This in turn implies the xbi =&. By the form 

above for FL, and F,> we see it follows that ZK$ = ~4, and therefore u$z, = ~$z,,. Thus 

D is one to one and an isomorphism. 0 

If S is finite then for any fixed s E S there is a largest n such that there exists a 

string of the form s = s, <fs,_ 1 cd . <gsl. This II is called the &-depth of s. The 

$-depth of S is the maximum of the f-depths of its elements. From now on given 

any cp:A*+S the morphism 45:A” +Szp will denote the map $ as defined above 

and p will denote a number greater than or equal to the y-depth of S. 
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4.2. Right stabilizers in (Sz,‘)zp 

Given an element (S, 4) of MA, a new monoid ( J’,!?A, r) is defined in [6] as follows. 

Let d : S + N\(O) be the $-depth function of S. Let Q’ =.Z$‘) x 3. Elements of Q’ 

are pairs of the form (q,sn < . . . <SI) where q is a map from d(S) to Z,. 

The alphabet A acts on Q’ by 

(q&l < . . . <sl) .a=(g,Red(s,a+ 5 ... < slad)) 

where g is defined as follows. Set SO = 1 ES. For each i in d(s), let ji be maximal in 

(0, ‘. . , n} such that d(sj,) < i. Let 

cl(i) = 
4(i) if 4sis(a)4) < i, 
q(i) + 1 if d(sj,(a)d)>i. 

Let qo = (0, l), where 8 is the constant zero function, and let Q = {qo . u 1 u E A*}. 

Let J’s, be the transition monoid of (Q,A, .) and z be the projection of A” onto J’JA. 

Proofs of the following two results can be found in [6]. 

Theorem 4.4. Right stabilizers in P$A satisfy the identities x2 =x and xyz = xy 

Theorem 4.5. Let e be an idernpotent of S and e^ an idempotent of SAL. 
(a) f?o’-’ satisjes the identities xyz = xzy and xyp =x and is the direct product of 

an idempotent 5!?-class with Zi. 

(b) (eo-’ )a ‘-’ satisfies the identity xPfl - -x and is a Rees matrix semigroup over 

Z;. 

In [6] they claim the stronger result that eg-‘a’-’ is the direct product of a rectan- 

gular band and of a subgroup of Z,dCe)-‘. This is not true, and a correct computation 

of the second example in Section 5 of their paper is a counter example. 

Lemma 4.6. The local monoids of D,I are in Z,. 

Proof. Let U, v in A* be such that (uu)~“’ =uc$~. Let (q,,,,w4”L) be any state with 

~4” =~4”~. As (WV”)+” = WC#” for all k, by checking the definition of (qW,w$“L). 

v, (qWv, (w)$“~)~v, etc., we see that qWDK(i)-q WVk--(i)=qWV(i)-qW(i) fork= 1,2,3 ,..., 
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and so 

qwrP(i) = q,&i) - qujup-l(i) + qw,:4(i) - q,(.l,p--z(i) + f. + qllsl.(i) - q,“(i) + q,,.(i) 

= p(q,,.(i) - qw(i)) + &i) = q+4i) 

Hence [u$*‘, UC, u$~~]P = [QeL, 1, &*‘I. 

Suppose also that (r&)4”” = ~4~~. Once again by definition of the action we see that 

qwL,,,(i) - qwrf(i) = q&i) - q,,>(i) and qwotf(i) - q&i) = qwZcl(i) - qw(i). This implies 

qw,.,r(i) = qw,L,rJ(i) and [u$“^“, VV’T, u$““] = [uc$~, v’vz, ucjmL]. 0 

This lemma tells us that first doing the reverse expansion using Z and then expanding 

by Z, is bigger than the expansion defined in [6]. However, the derived categories of 

the maps down to the original semigroups are similar. That leaves us to ask if the 

larger expansion still has some of the same nice properties as the expansion defined in 

[6]. For clarity of notation the homomorphism from A* to (S’.r )zp which results from 

expanding (S’,r, 41,~) by 2, will be denoted q. 

A* 

Theorem 4.7. Right stabilizers in (S’,r)zp satisfi‘ x lu y + .xy =x. 

Proof. Let u, v, w E A* with vq and WV both right stabilizers of uy, and vy 5 y’ WV. Let 

w = b 1 . . . hl. As (uw)y = uy we have 

(sU,4rJ)(Yh, + h’4Qh* + . . + ~hl...h~~~~~‘Jgb,, W&r) = (gu, Udv,r) 

and u$f.,gh, + . . + (ubl...bl-lM/.rgb, f 0. This means 

&.tgb, + + W...h-ddv,.gb, = C Xi” gbk, (*) 

where each C.C~ is congruent to 0 mod p. As we want (vw)y = vy, we need to show 

1$/J gh, + . . + (h-hi-1 ML, gh, E 0, 

To do this it suffices to show that (z&l . . b, )41,~ = (cbl . . . b,+j)4,., whenever (ubl . . hi) 

41,~ = (ub, . . bi+,)$f,,, for then 

n 

wh., gb, +. . . +(~bl...~44r.rgb, = c 
dt'gbii (**I 

i:l 

where if ti = ubl . . . bj in (*) then t! = vbl . . . bj in (**), 
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Now (W)Z =UZ and it follows from Theorem 4.4 that ~$1,~ is idempotent. This 

means ~41,~ and ~41,~ are of the form 

v~z,r=[(O,ek)(ck--l,Xk-i)...(cI,X1)l, 

and 

u~z,~=[(O,x,)...(c~,X~)(c~--I,~~-l)...(cl,~l)I 

with ek_!& and ek an idempotent of S. Now 

(Xmbl . . . bi)4 = (Z&l . . . bi)4 = (Ubl . f. bi+j)$ = (Xmbl . . . bi+j)4 

implies 

ek(bi . . . bi)f$ = (Vbl . . . bi)C$ = (Vbl . . . bi+j)4 =ek(bl +. . bi+j)4. 

Checking the definition of multiplication in S’j’, i.e. in the Karnofsky-Rhodes expan- 

sion, we see this implies 

(abi . ..bi)~z.,=(vbl...bi+i)~z,l 

and hence (vw)y = uq. 0 

Corollary 4.8. Right stabilizers in (S’,‘)‘p are idempotent. 

Proof. This is Theorem 4.7 in the case x = y. 0 

Let 7~1 and 7~2 be as in the following diagram, and let n = ~17~. 

Theorem 4.9. Let e be an idempotent of S and S an idempotent of S’*‘. 
(a) &7r;’ satisfies the identities xyz =xzy and xyp =x and is the direct product of 

an idempotent Y-class with Zj. 
(b) en-’ satisfies the identity xPf’ = x and is a Rees matrix semigroup over 

Zp. 

Proof. (a) Let (gi,S), (q2,&), (q3,;) be in &-rr’. Then 

(Sl, WI29 ag3, a = (Sl + $2 + $3, S) = (Sl, m3, ixg2,6) 

and (gl, Z)(g2, ZY’ = (q~ + p. ‘g2,2) = (gi, &?). If (gi, 2), and (g2,2) are idempotents then 

(gz,e)(g2,2> = (92 + ‘g2,2) = (g2,&), so ‘g2 is the zero function and (g,, 6?)(q2,2) = 

(91 + %2, g) = (a, C). 
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(b) Every element of en2 -’ is idempotent, and so the identity follows from part a. 

For each B E erc,‘, &I_, -’ is an Y-class of e7c-‘. Let 2 E 2~;’ and f E prc,‘, with Z, 

j&?7c;‘. Then as i?f =f, ef is in ~II,‘. So, CfPy and Z >/ ,r. Dually we see 

f 2~ 2 and en-’ is a single y-class. 0 

5. The expansion SK(‘) 

To get the expansion S” we imposed restrictions on the local monoids of the derived 

category, consolidated the resulting category, took a wreath product of the consolidated 

category with the original monoid, and then restricted to an image of A*. In the same 

way we can impose restrictions on the local monoids of the kernel, consolidate the 

resulting category, take a block product of the consolidated category with the original 

monoid, and restrict to an image of A*. 

The kernel of a monoid homomorphism can be thought of as a two side version of 

the derived category. Given a sutjective morphism of monoids C$ : S--f T, the kernel, 

denoted Kg, is the following category: 

l Obj(K4)= T x T. 

l There is an arrow [(tl, &),s, (tj, ti)] from (tr, tr) to (t,‘, t:) if t/(s)4 = t( and (s)$t: = t,.. 

The arrows [(tr,tr),s,(ti,t:)] and [(tr, t,.),d,(t(, ti)] are equal if sass, =s,s’s, for all 

s/ E t$’ and s, E tic#-‘. 

l Multiplication of consecutive arrows is given by 

[(tl,tl>,s,(t,‘,t:)I[(t~,t:),s’,(t~’,t:’)I=[(tr,tr),ss’,(t(’,t:’)l. 
A double action of S on T is a function S x T x S ----t T, (s, t,s’) H sts’ satisfying 

s(t1 + t2)s’ =st,s’ + St@‘, Sl (MS: )n = (SlS2 ,tc+: ), 

It1 =t, sos=o 

for all s,s’,sI,s~,s’,,s~ES and all t,tl,tzET. 

Given a double action of S on T the double semidirect product T * *S is the set 

T x S with multiplication given by 

(t,s)(t’,s’) = (Its’ + st’l,ss’). 

There is a natural double action of S on TS x ’ given by 

(t, f, t’> ++ [t, f, t’l with tdt, f, t’lt, = (tjt)f (t’tr>, 

where [t, f, t’] denotes the result of the double action and the notation tf t’ denotes the 

result of evaluating f at (t, t’). Thus, [t, f, t’] E TS ’ ’ and tft’ E T. 

The block product T OS is the double semidirect product TS ’ ’ * * S associated with 

this double action. Thus, T OS has as its underlying set TSXS x S, and the multiplica- 

tion is given by 

(f,S)(f’,S’)=([l,f,S’l + L&f’, ll>.d. 

For more on the kernel and block product see [lo]. 
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5.1. The dLifnition of (SK(“), c#J~(“)) 

Let (S, 4) and V be as in Section 2.1. The proofs in this section are analogous 

to those in Section 2.1 with the derived category replaced by the kernel and the 

wreath product replaced by the block product. The resulting expansion will be de- 

noted (SK(“), c$K(v)). 

Let ~4 be the smallest congruence on K$, the kernel of 4, such that the local 

monoids of K = K&g are in V. If u EA* and (s~,,s,.),(.s~,.s~) ES x S then there is 

an arrow in K4 from (s~,s~) to (.$,.s~) labelled by u if s/(u)4 = si and (u)&; =sr. 

Let [(s~,s,.), U, (s~,s~)] denote the ~4 equivalence class of [(s~,s,), U, (si,s:)]. 

For uEA*, fU :SxS-,KEd will be the function taking the pair ($1,~) to the arrow 

from (SI, (u)~Q) to (si(uM,.~) labelled by u, i.e. sif& = [(sI,(u)&~),K h(~M,.~)l. 
Once again, Kcd is written additively for convenience of notation, but is not in general 

commutative. 

Define OK : A* +K,‘,nS by &C(V) = (fu,d>. Then 

and as 

31 [l,fu,4Is2 + J-1 [4fw, IIs2 

= [(~l,(~W)~~2),~,(~1(~)~,(W)~~2)1 + [(~l(~)~,(W)~~2),~,(~l(~W)~,~2)1 

= SlfuwS2 

C$K(V) is a homomorphism. Note that s1 fus2 # 0 for all u in A* and (~1,s~) in S x S. 

Let SK(“) denote the image of 4~~1. 

5.2. Properties of (SK(“), OK) 

Let X be the graph with vertices S x S and an edge [(s~,s,),a,(s~,s:)] from (s~,s~) 

to (s’,,si) labelled by a E A if S~(U)C#J = sj and (a)&$ = s,. 

Lemma 5.1. The kernel of I$ is isomorphic to the free category over X. That is 

Kd “X*. 

Proof. They have the same objects and there is an arrow [(sl,s,), U, (si,si)] in K4 if an 

only if there is a path in X from (~1,s~) to (si,s:) labelled by u E A*. We need to check 

that if [(sl,s,), U, (SK s:)] = [(sI, So), v, (srs,s:)] in Kp) then u = v. Suppose x E sl4-l and 

y ES:~-‘. Then if [(s~,s,.),u,(s~s,s~)] = [(s~,s~),v,(s~s,s~)] we have xuy=xvw. As A* 

is a cancellative semigroup, this implies u = v. 0 
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The above Lemma 5.1 is analogous to Lemma 2.1 and allows us to think of arrows 

in K and K4 as arising from paths in X. Notice that in K, as was in D, it is possible 

for a single arrow to be labelled by two different words in A*. 

Lemma 5.2. There is a left action of S on Kd, yiuen hi 

s. [(S/,.5), l-G (&:.>I = [(ssr,sr>, ~,(+:N 

and a right action given by 

Proof. If S~UC$ = S; then ss& = SS#J and similarly for the second action. The ac- 

tion is well defined as in the proof of the above lemma we saw that [(s/,s,.).u, 

(si,s:.)] = [(s,,s,), u,(s’,,s~.)] if and only if u = u. 0 

Lemma 5.3. The above actions induce left and right actions qf S on K. 

Proof. We need to show that if 

then 

[(SS~,&S’), U, (Ss;,s;S’)] = [(SS,,S,S’), I’, (sS;,S:S’)]. 

Let A*/p be the relatively free A-generated monoid in V, i.e. p is the smallest congru- 

ence on A* generated by the equations of V. As [(s~,s,.), u, (sj,st)] = [(s,,~,.), c’, (s~,s;.)] 

there is a sequence of steps which take [(s~,s,),u,(s{,s~)] to [(s,,s,.),u,(s{,s;.)] by ap- 

plying the equations of V to the local monoids of Kg. Thinking of an arrow in KC/, as 

a path in X, this means there is a sequence of n steps of the following form 

where the middle terms are elements of a local monoid, uipui, u =x1 ulyl, and r = 

x,,~‘,?;,. If SI(X,)$ = st and s2 =(x;)& then ssl(xi)$ =SSI and ~1s’ = (Xi)$szs’. Hence, 

the action will take the loop [(s~,s~),x,,(s~,s~)] to another loop, [(ss~,s~s’),x~,(ss~, 

s~s’)]. We can then apply the same equation to this loop and get the sequence of 

steps 

[(ss/,srs’),xj, (ss, ,s2s’)][(ss,,s2s’), uj, (ss~,s2s’)][(ss, ,.SQ’), y,, (ss;,.s:s’)] 

-To [(~~I,&S’),Xi, (SSl,~2~‘>l[(~~l ,.y2s’), vi, (~~1,~2~‘>1[(.~~1,~2.~‘), Y,, (~.$+‘)I 

for i = 1, . . , n which shows that 

[(SS/,&S’), 2.4, (ss;,s:s’)] = [(SSI, s,s’), u, <ss;, $s’)]. 3 
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This action implies that if we want to determine if a pair of coterminal paths labelled 

by u and v are equal, it is sufficient to know that the arrow from ( 1, ~4) to (z&l ) 

labelled by u is equal to the arrow from (1, ~4) to (v$, 1) labelled by v. 

Proof. By definition Z@K(V) = V~K(Q implies fU = fv. Assume lfU 1 = lfV 1 then 

[(l,u~),u,(u$, l)] = [(l,v~),v,(v~, l)] and it follows that W#J = v$. If (.s~,s~) is in 

S x S then SI./& = [@I, (u)&), u, Cv(~M~,)l, and it follows from Lemma 5.3 that 

this equals [(so,&,), 0, M~M,~,)l= slfvs,. 0 

Lemma 5.5. Let (T : (T, 0) + (S, c$) b e a homomorphism. There is a congruence z, on 

Kd such that KO ” K+/z,. Moreover if [(l,sl),u,(si, l)] z,” [(l,sl),v,(si, l)] then 

r<s,sls’),u,(ssl,s’>l 5, [(s,s~s’), v, (ssl,s’)] for all (s,s’) in S x S. 

/ 

T 
0 

A* 

\J 

D 

4 s 

Proof. Define r, by [(s~,s,), U, (si,s:)] +, [( s[,s,.), v, (si,s:)] if the arrows [(sl,s,), ~0, 

(s/l,s:)] and [(s~,s,), vB, (s~,s:)] are equal in K,. If we show that rO is a well defined 

congruence it will then follow from the definition that K, 2 K$/z,. 

If [(sI,s~),u,(s~,s~)] = [(s~,s,.),v,(sj,s~)] in K@ then xuy =xvy for all x, y EA* with 

x4 =sl and y~$ =si. A* is a cancellative semigroup and thus u = v and [(s[,s,), ud, 

<s;, s: >I = KSI, sr 1, a <s;, s: )I. 
To show r, is a right congruence suppose that 

Kwr),~,(~:J:)I fTn &wm,(~;,~:>l 

and that [(s~,$), WC$, (s’,‘,s~)] is any arrow in D# leaving (sj,s~). By the definition of 

r, we have 

and 

[(S/,Sr),U~,S(S~,S:)I=[(SI,Sr),ve,<s~,s:>l 

thus 

]@I, s?- ), u& (s’,, s: )I KS’,, s: 1, wo, ($3 $>I = [(SI, sr 1, IJo, <s’,, s: )I KS’,> s: 1, J4 ($, $11. 

This implies 

[(S/, s, )> 4 (S’,> s: )I KS;, 3: 1, w, csy, $)I --r, [(Sh St- 1, 0, cs;, s: >I [(s/I, s: h w, ($, s:‘>l. 

An analogous argument shows that r, is a left congruence. By construction it is clear 

that K&, = K,. 
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To show the action is well defined, suppose 

By the definition of zO, 

and t(u)&‘=t(v)gt’ for all t,t’~ 10-r. As Ire la-‘, &I=t$I and 

and hence 

[(~,~~,~‘),U~(~S,,S’>l -7, [(s,s,s’),u,(ss,,s’)]. 0 

Proposition 5.6. Let CT : (T, S) + (S, 4) be a homomorphism. Let $ : A* + (K,),.d US 

he the homomorphism sending u to (gu,u+) where 

The map q : A*$4 T which sends u$ to u8 is an isomorphism. 

Proof. If u$=u$ then lg,l equals lg,l, i.e. [(l,u$),z&,(u+, 1)]=[(l,v~),vO,(u~, l)]. 

AS lr E lo-‘, u0 = vg and q is well defined. 

Reversely, if uH = vg then lg,l = lg, 1 and it follows from Lemma 5.5 that grr = g, 

and q is injective. 0 

Proposition 5.7. Let Es : JFV) + S be the restriction of the projection of Kcld US onto 

S. The local monoids of K,, are in V and K,,y 2 K. 

Proof. Using the notation in Lemma 5.5 KEs 2 K$/T,:,~. Suppose u4 = V$ = s. By 

Lemmas 5.3 and 5.5 it suffices to show that 

exactly when 

[(13S).(.fU>S>,(S, 111 -Try KLs>,(fL’rS),(& 111. 

lful=[(l,s),u,(s,l)] and lfL’l=[(l,s),~,(s,l)]. So lfUl=lf,,l whenever [(l,s), 

u, (s, 1 )] -*#, [( 1, s), II, (s, 1 )]. It follows from Corollary 5.4 that fu = fi., which implies 

KL~),(fu,S),(& 111 -7es KLS),(f,,S),(% 111. 
If [(l,s),(fu,s),(s,l)] +,, [(l,s)(f,,s),(s,l)], then as the identity of SK(‘) is in 

the inverse image under ES of the identity of S, we have ( fu,s) = ( fr,s). Hence 

1ft,l=[(l,~>,~,(~,1)1=1fu1=[(1,~),~,(~,1)1. 0 
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Theorem 5.8. If the local monoids of K, are in V then there exists a surjective 

homomorphism g’: (SKcV), C$K( Vj) + (T, 0). 

Proof. K = K$/z$ and K, E K&,. As the local monoids of K, are in V, 74 C zO. 
Therefore the map F : Kcd --) (K,),d which sends [(s~,s,), U, (s~,s;)] to [(sl,s,), u@, 

(s~,s:)]) is a well defined homomorphism. We can then define g’:(f,,s) H (gU,s)r 

as in Proposition 5.6, with tg,t’ = F(tf,t’). 0 

Theorem 5.9. The functor taking (S, 4) to (SK(‘), 4K(V)), along with the natural 
transformation E is an expansion. 

Proof. We need to define 0 such that the following diagram commutes. 

F(V), &(V)) 0 (SK(“), k(V)) 

ET I 
CT,@ 

u 

Let C= Ko/zo be the largest quotient of Ko whose local monoids are in V. The 

map G : Ccd + Kcd sending [(tr, t,.), u,(tf, t;)] in C to [(s~,s,),u,(s~,s~)] in K where 

tp=sl and $a=$, and sending 0 to 0 is a surjective homomorphism. For u in 

A* let f: : T x T + Ccd denote the function tf:t’= [(t,(u)et’),u,(t(u)e, t’)], and let 

fU : S x S + Kcd denote the function sf,s’ = [(s,(u)&‘), U, (s(u)$,s’)] as before. Then 

G(tf:t’) = tof,t’a. Since 0 is onto, it follows that f,’ = fi implies fU = fu. Define 0 

by ( f:, ~0) H (fN, ~4). Then u&O = (( fl, &))a = ( fU, ~4) = U~K(V) and the diagram 

commutes. 0 

The expansion can be modified the same way as in Section 2.3 to get a semigroup 

expansion based on the kernel. 

5.3. Finiteness properties of SK( ‘) 

Proposition 5.10. Let S be finite and V be locally jinite. Then SK(“) is jinite. 

Proof. Each of the local monoids of K are in V and so are locally finite. K is generated 

by the finite set of arrows [(s~,s,.),a,(s~,s~)], a EA and s,,s,.,si,s: ES with .s&=s’, 

and u&~ = s,. It follows from Lemma 2.10 that K is finite. As the block product of 

finite monoids is finite, Kid OS is finite. As S K(v) C K& OS it must also be finite. 0 _ 
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Corollary 5.11. If S is jnite f ubove and V is locally finite then SK(“) is finite ,f 

above. 

Proof. As in Corollary 2.12, let [, = {s’ in S: s’ zf.s}. As S is finite & above S/I, is 

finite, and it follows from Proposition 5.10 that (S/[s)K(v) is finite. Let $ be the nat- 

ural map from A* to S/Z,,. Let s”~se;’ and I~={ZES~(“): F 2~ s1). If jv=Z&‘, 

then f, G I? and thus SK(V)/[s&SK(v)/i.,. We will show that (S/[,)K(v)NSK(v’/i,. 

It follows that SK(“)/& is finite and SK(“) is finite & above. 

Let u, c E A* with u$, v4 @I,. By Corollary 5.4 it suffices to show that if 

then 

As U&V$J @Is, I&U)= ~(u)=~(v)=rc/(v). By Lemma 5.1 the arrow [(l,u$),u,(u$, l)] 

in Di can be thought of as a path in a graph Y. Likewise the arrow [( 1, u+), u, (u&l )] 

is a path in the graph X as in Lemma 5.1. As ~4 $ Z,, the path [( 1, u$), u, (utj, 1 )] never 

passes through the vertex 0. Moreover, any path which does pass through the vertex 0 

stays there and never goes back through any other vertex. Hence, any equation of V 

which can be applied to a loop in the path [( 1, u$), u, (u$, 1 )] corresponds to a place 

where that same equation can be applied to a loop in the path [( 1, u4), u, (u&l )]. So 

by using the same sequence of equations which show [( 1, u$), U, (u$, 1 )] +, [( 1, v$), v, 

(VI/, l)], and applying them to the corresponding local monoids of D4, we get [( 1, u4), 

u,(u& 111 =,<,, [(l,v4)9v,(yb, 111. q 

5.4. The example SK(SL) 

Once again for simplicity of notation we will assume that (S, 4) is an object in MA. 

The expansion SC*) is due to Karsten Henckell [l]. As with the other expansions in 

this paper, we will describe S(*) cut to generators. Let 9r(S x S) be the set of all finite 

subsets of S x S. Define 8 : A* + Ppf(S x S) by 
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Let u = ak+i . . . akfh. There is an associative multiplication on A*0 given by 

{fiaid2 i ai& o<m<k}.{ h ai4, F q+:k<y<k+hJ 

1=1 i=m+l i=k+l i=r+l 

= (iiaidh E a&: O<.<k+h}. 
l=l i=n+l 

It follows from the definition of multiplication that u&&J = (uv)~ and 8 is a homomor- 

phism. The image of 0 is st2). Let u : i(2) + S be such that 60 = 4, i.e. if (sr,s2) E ~0 

then u&r = stsz = UC$. It is easy to check that 0 is a well defined homomorphism and 

this construction defines a monoid expansion. 

Lemma 5.12. The local monoids of K, are semilattices, 

Proof. First we need to show that if [(sI, sT), ~0, (s,,s,)] is an element of a local monoid 

of Ka, then it is equal to [(sI, sT), (u2)0, (~1, s,)]. If w, u E A* are such that w&r = s[ and 

veg=sr, we need to show (wuv)e=(wu2v)e. Let w=al . ..ak. U=Uk+l,..a,, and 

v=a,+l . ..ah. 

As s, = (uv)@ = v@ = nt= I m+, ai4 and s[ = (wu)$ = w4 = nf=, ai4, we can simplify 

this expression to 

U {W+ ( fi ad) , fi a&: m 5 n 5 h} 
i=k+l i=n+l 

= { fiai4,hai$: 0 5 n 5 h} =wuvO. 
i=l !I+1 

Let [(sl,s,.),xO, (sl,s,)] be another loop at the same object with x = bl . . . bp. 
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As (WU)C$ = w+ = (WX)C$ and (uv)~ = V$ = (XV)C$ we can simplify this expression to 

Similarly we have 

n 

n aib, 
i=k+l 

(uu)~: 0 5 n < p 

v&k+l<n<m 

1 

aic$:m+l <n<h 
\ i=m+l / i=n+l 

and simplifying in the same manner as above we have 
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t \ i=m+l 1 i=n+l 

So (wuxv)B = ( WXUV)~ and 

[(sr, s, ), @ (Q, s, )I [@I, sr >,4 (a, ST >I 

= [(WrM (G%N(%&>, u4 h&>l. 

As before we can now ask how different 

17 

is NSL) from ,?c2). We know by 

Theorem 5.8 that it will be larger. It turns out that the relationship between $c2) 

and SK(SL) is very similar to the relationship between the Rhodes expansion and SlJ, 

which turned out to be the Karnofsky-Rhodes expansion. 

Let X be the graph defined in Section 5.2. It follows from Corollary 5.4 and 

Lemma 3.8 that the elements of j(2) are determined by looking at the coterminal 

paths in X from objects of the form (1,s) to (s, 1) and identifying those which have 

the same content. 

If u = al . . ak is a word in A” the content of the path starting at (1, ~4) and labelled 

by u is the set of edges 

Comparing this to ~0, we see that ~0 is the set of all the vertices that this path passes 

through. However, it does not remember the labels on the edges which are transversed. 

This is the exact same difference as that between the Rhodes expansion and S’,‘. 

Define $ as the map which takes a word to the set of transition edges associated to 

that word as above. There is an associative multiplication on A*$ given by 

IL\i=l \ i=n / / 
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Moreover this multiplication is such that U$ . VI) = uvtj, thus $ is a homomorphism. 

The discussion above essentially proves the following. 

Theorem 5.13. (SKcSL), OK) e (A*$, $1. 

6. The expansion V@M 

6.1. The definition of V@M 

If n : T + S is a semigroup homomorphism such that for all idempotents e E S, 

e4 
/-I E V then 2” is said to be a Malcev product of S over V. In this section an 

expansion which takes a monoid M (semigroup S) to the largest Malcev product of 

A4 (S) over a given variety V which is in MA (SA) is defined. The definitions for 

monoids and semigroups are similar and will be given concurrently, with the relevant 

changes for semigroups given in parenthesis. V will be a locally finite variety, (A4,4) 

will denote an element of MA, and (S, 4’) will denote an element of S,. 

Let 04 (O,!) be the congruence on A* (A+) generated by imposing the identities 

of V on each e&’ (e$‘-‘) for e an idempotent of A4 (S). Define UC$M(Y) (u$bCyj) 

to be the 8+ (Q,,) congruence class of u and V@M = A*/04 ( V@S = A+/O4,). Let 

EM (ES) be such that 4 = I$M(V~EM (4’ = ~$h(~~ss). 

A* 

The following is a well known theorem. 

Theorem 6.1 (Brown). If T is a locally jnite semigroup and IX is a homomorphism 

from S to T such that the inverse image of idempotents is locally jinite, then Tc’ 

is locally jnite. 

The next theorem is a direct consequence of Brown’s theorem. 

Theorem 6.2. Let M (S) be jinite and V be locally jinite. Then V@M (V@S) is 

.$nite. 
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By construction it is clear that if q : (N,cr)+ (h&4) is any other homomorphism 

with en-’ E V for each idempotent e of M, then there is a sutjective homomorphism 

7~2 : ( V@M, d~( v,) --f (N, q). That is, V@M is the largest way to expand A4 by a Mal- 

cev product over V. 

Theorem 6.3. Given a homomorphism IJ : (N, CI) --) (AI, 4) there is a homomorphism (i 

from (VON,QJ(Y)) to (VOM4 M(Y)) such that the following diagram commutes, 

and the functor taking (M, 4) to (V@M, 4 M(V)) along with the natural transforma- 

tion E is a monoid expansion. Similarly the finctor taking (S, 4’) to (V@S, c&~)) 

gives rise to a semigroup expansion. 

(V @ N; %(v,) d w @MT &4(V)) 

I EM 

Proof. Suppose u, v E ea-‘, with e = e2 an idempotent of N and (u, v) E 8,. If f = ea, 

then f is an idempotent of M, and u, v E f 4-l. If w is any element of ecr-‘, then 

w E f &', so imposing the equations of V on f c#-' yields (u, v) E 84. Hence 8, & 04, 

and thus we can define o by a,~(v)Tj= CPM(Y). Replacing N and A4 by semigroups does 

not change the proof. El 

It is important to know which category you are working in as the following example 

illustrates. Let V = A’ be the semigroup variety defined by the equation xy =x. Let S 

be the cyclic monoid (z ( z4 = z). The members of S are z, z2, and z3 = 1. Let A = {a). 

Define 4’ : A+ + S as the extension of the map a# =z. Define 4 : A* --f S as the 

extension of the map a@ = z and .w$ = z3 = 1, where E is the empty word. 

l@‘-’ = {a3,a6,a9,. . .}. Imposing the identity xy =x on this set we get a3 =om, 
a6 -Q .9.... 

ment zyclic 

It follows that when working in the category SA, V@S is the 5 ele- 

semigroup generated by aq5dCv, with a3 c#I~( vl = a64aCv,. Note that this 

semigroup is not a monoid. 

14-l ={.z,a3,a6,a9 , . . .}, and imposing the identity xy = y on this set implies E ~0~ 

a3 Go4 a6.. . . It follows that when working inside the category MA, V@S is the 

3 element monoid {E~M(v),~~M(Y),(~~)~M(Y)}, with (a3)dM(v) = E+M(V) = 1. In this 

case V@SES. 

6.2. The equivalence on groups 

Theorem 6.4. If (G,c$) is an object of MA, G a group, then (G’,~v)%( V@G, 

4M( V) ). 
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Proof. Let &G : G” -+ G be as in Section 2.2. The only idempotent in G is 1. Therefore 

to show that G” is a Malcev product of G over V, we only need show that 1s;’ is 

in V. Let u, v E A* be such that ur$ = V$J = 1, i.e. using the notation of Section 2.1 

u$v=(fU, 1) and v$~=(f~,l). By Corollary 2.4 (fU, l)=(fV,l) if and only if fU(l) 

= Jc(l). Now (fU, l)(fL, l)=(fU’fc, l)=(fU,, 1). So 1s;’ is isomorphic to the local 

monoid of D = D&$ at 1. The local monoids of D are in V and thus so is la;‘. It 

follows that there is a surjective homomorphism nt : (V@ G, c$M(v)) --f (G”, $v). 

Let g E G and t E V@G. If g(t)4M(V) =g, then (t)$M(V) = 1 and the local monoid 

of D#,,,, at g is a homomorphic image of l$;~,,~. As 14Mi,,) E V, and varieties are 

closed under homomorphic images, we see that the local monoids of Dg,+,,,, are in V. 

By Theorem 2.8 there is a surjective homomorphism 712 : (G”, 4~) ---f (V@ G, 4~~ v,), 

and we have the following commutative diagram. 

It follows that 7~1 and 712 are inverses. 0 

6.3. Expanding groups by bands 

In Section 3.1 the Rhodes expansion S ^L was defined. There is an analogous Rhodes 

expansion, S ^R, using the 9 order instead of the Y order of S. That is, if we let R be 

the set of all strict W-chains of S, i.e. R = {s, >s2 . . s,-t >s,,: sl,. . . ,s, E S}, where 

s > s’ means s is strictly above s’ in the W order, then there is an associative multipli- 

cation on R given by 

(s, > . >s,) (t, > . . > tm) = Red(s, > . . >s, 2 s,tl 2 . 2 sntm) 

where Red(q > . . . >s, > s,tl 2 . . 2 s,t,) is the new chain you get by using the rule: 

whenever there is a string of W equivalent elements keep only the right most element 

of the string. 

The Birget-Rhodes expansion, cut to generators and considered as a monoid expan- 

sion, is the projective limit of S, S “L, S ^L ̂R, S “L ̂R ̂L,. . . in the category MA. 

(SBR,&3s)=lim(... -+ (S^L”R >@“L”R) + (S”WL) + (X4)) 

= ljm(. . . + (S ^R “L >6R’L) -+ (S’R,6R) 4 (X4)). 

Let (G, 4) be an element of MA with G a group. Let r (G, A) be the Cayley graph 

of G, and let E be the set of edges of r (G,A). Let B denote the semigroup variety of 

bands (semigroups satisfying the identity x2 =x) and let FB(E) be the free band on E. 
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A variety V of semigroups is called local if for any category C whose local monoids 

are in V there is some S E V such that C + S. 

Theorem 6.5. The variety of bands is local. 

A proof of this theorem can be found in [5, 121. Let C be a category whose local 

monoids are bands. If X is a subgraph of C that generates C, and F is the free band 

on the edges of X, then a path in X corresponds to an element of F and also gives 

rise to an arrow in C. Define R from the arrows of C to subsets of F by R(a) equals 

the set of all elements of F which correspond to some path in X that gives rise to the 

arrow a. 

Corollary 6.6. R as dejined above is a division. 

Let GC,nR denote the image of first applying the Cayley expansion to G and then 

following with the Birget-Rhodes expansion. The corresponding homomorphism will 

be denoted $c,nR. 

Lemma 6.7. Let 8 : (GC,BR, $C,BR) + (G, 4) be the natural homomorphism in MA. The 
local monoids of Do are bands. 

Proof. The only right stabilizer in G is 1. The inverse image of 1 under the Cayley 

expansion is a band. An inverse image of an idempotent under the Birget-Rhodes 

expansion is idempotent. So lo-’ is a band. If [gi, u@ c,aR, gi] is an element of the local 

monoid D%(gl, gl) then ~4 = 1. Thus U4c,nR is in 10-I and therefore is idempotent. 0 

Theorem 6.8. The largest Malcev product of a group over the variety of bands is 
the same as expanding the group maximally such that the derived category is locally 

in the variety of bands, and both are the same as first applying the Cayley ex- 
pansion and then the Birget-Rhodes expansion. That is (B@ G, &M(B)) E (GB, 4~) ” 

(GC,BR, &,BR). 

Before giving the proof of this theorem we will establish a couple of useful lemmas. 

Let c(u), called the content of U, be the set of edges appearing in P,, where u& = 

(Pu,u4). Let 8~ be the natural map from A” onto (GC)^R and let OL be the natural 

map from A* onto (GC)‘. It is easy to check that U& > (~a)& in the g-order if and 

only if c(u) is strictly smaller than C(U). Likewise, (au)& <u& in the Z-order if 

and only if the size of c(u) is less than the size of C(U). 

Lemma 6.9. Let u =ul . . .a, and v= bl . . . b, be in A* such that 

UOR=(P1,gl)> “’ >(Ul ...CZj)4C>UC/lC 

v&=(P2,g2)> ... >(b, . ..bj/)&>v&. 
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I~u~~,BR=v~,BR then (al . ..aj)&.~R= (bl . ..bjf)&.B~. Duully, if 

d~=(al . ..a.)&<(ak...a,)&< ... <(P’,,y’,) 

VHL = (6, . . bp)& <(bkr . ..b.)&< ... <(P;,g;) 

then Z&,BR =V~,BR implies (ak... am)~C,BR=(bk' . ..bp)~c.BR. 

Proof. Let 01 = HR, 02 be the natural map from A* onto ( GC)“R *L “R, and in general 

let 8, be the natural map from A* onto (GC)“R”L^R”’ “LAR, where *R has been applied 

n times. Let $1 be the natural map from A* onto (GC jR ‘L, and in general let I,!J~ be 

the natural map from A* onto (GC jR “L”’ “R “L, where ^L has been applied n times. 

If (al . . .Q~)&,BR # (bl . . . ~~I)~c,BR there must be some n such that (al.. .aj)tjn # 

(b 1 . . . b,,f )&. AS (al . .aj)$c >(a, . . . a,,aj+ I)& and there is a homomorphism from 

(GC)“R^L...“R*L onto GC, we have (al . . .aj)$,, >(a, . . .u,,ai+ I)$~, and 

UQn+l =(Ul . ..Uj.)$n> “’ >(a, . ..a.,)&> ... >z&. 

Similarly 

VB,+l=(bl . ..bji)$n> ... >(bl . ..b.r)$a> ..’ >VIc/n. 

As U&,ER=U~C,BR, u&,+1 =v%+I. SO (~1 . ..uj)&=(bl...bi)& for some i. If i>j’ 

then c(bl . . . b,) = c(u) = c(u), which is strictly greater than c(ui . . . aj). This is a contra- 

diction as (at . . aj)&, = (bl . . . bi)$n implies (ai . ..aj)4c =(bl . . . b;)4c. If j’>i then 

(br . . . b/f)+n =(Ul . . aij)c#~~ for some i’ >j, and we get a similar contradiction. The 

proof of the second part is gotten by interchanging the roles of 9 and 9 above. 0 

For u = ala2.. .a, E A* define ~2 E FB(E) in the following way. Let (PO, 1) = E& and 

(P,,(a1...4M>=(w . . . ai)4c. Denote by ei “the last edge drawn” when drawing P,, 

i.e. ei = [(Ul . . . ai- )$, a,, (al . . . ai)4]. Note that if Pi #Pi_, then ei is exactly the edge 

that they differ by. Let zi = eie2 . . e,. 

Lemma 6.10. Let u, v E A*. Then U$C,BR = V#JC,BR implies 12 = 6. 

Proof. If U&JR = V&JR then u& = V& and c(u) = c(v). We will induct on the size 

of c(u). Note that Ic(u)j =0 if and only if u is the empty word. 

]c(u)l= 1: If jc(u)l = 1 then ~=a’ and v=a” for some a EA. If either Y or s is 

greater than 1 then [ 1, a, I] is a loop, and ii = r7= 5. 

\c(u)]=n: Let u=ui...u,, CZ=el...e,, v=b,...b,, and u"=fl...f,. Let UI= 

ui . . . Uj be the largest initial segment of u whose content is strictly smaller than that 

of u. That is, {ei,... , e,j} c c(u), but is not equal to c(u). Let x, = e,j + 1 be the single 

member of c(u)\c(ui). Let 242 = ai.. a, be the largest terminal segment of u such that 

{ei,. . , e,} is strictly smaller than c(u). Let yU = e;_l. Define similarly ~1 = 61 . . bjf, 
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X0 = fj, + 1, ~2 = bi, . . . bp, and y, = fi/_1. By a well known property of bands, see [4], 

u” = ei . . . ejxuYuei.. . e,, and u”= ft . . . fjlx”yuf i’ . . . fp. 
As you drop in the g-order in GC if and only if you see a new edge, 

l&=s, > ... >(al.-aj)4C>U$C 

and 

v&=s,> ... > (bl e.. bit )4~ > V~C. 

By Lemma 6.9 and the inductive hypothesis, we have ei . . . ej = fi . . . fjl, and as P, = P, 

we must also have x, =x,. 

Recall that there is a left action of G on T(G,A), as defined in Section 3.2. As G 

is a group (at . . . ai- )4 acts as a graph isomorphism. If (P, g) = 2424~ and (P’, g’) = 

(ui-lu2)4c, then {ei,..., m e } are exactly the edges appearing in (ai . . . ai- )4 . P and 

PI = (a1 . . . ai_2)4 . P’. So similarly we have 

uQr.=u~<(ui...u,)~< ... <tl 

and 

ve, = v& < (bil . ..bp)4< ..’ <tl. 

Again by Lemma 6.9 and the inductive hypothesis, u: = v” and y, = y,. As G is 

a group and (ui...~,)4=(br . ..bp)$. (~1 . ..ui_1)4=(bl . ..b+.l)~$. Let z.& =ei...ek 

and vy = f; . . . f;. As G acts as isomorphisms, ek = fl, k 2 i and 12 i’, implies ek = fl, 
and if e; = ej, for k, 12 i, then ek =el, and similarly for the fk. Hence ei . . .e, = 

fij . . . fp and ii = v” as desired. 0 

Proof of Theorem 6.8. The first isomorphism is Theorem 6.4 with V= B. It follows 

from Lemma 6.7 that there exists a homomorphism ij making the following diagram 

commute. 

GB 

&BR 

By Corollary 2.4 we know that U& = ( fu, gl ) = VC#Q = (f”, 92) if and only if fu( 1) = 

fu( 1). Now fu( 1) and f”( 1) are arrows in D = D&4, which we consider as equivalence 

classes of paths in T(G,A). Lemma 6.10 showed that z.&u~ = v$c,n~ implies z?= 0”. 

It follows from Corollary 6.6 that U& = v& whenever tl= v’. 0 
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